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First published April 16, 2014; doi:10.1152/jn.00366.2013.—This study
examined the burst firing of neurons in the motor sector of the
thalamic reticular nucleus (RE) of the cat. These neurons are inhibi-
tory cells that project to the motor thalamus. The firing activity of RE
neurons was studied during four behaviors: sleep, standing, walking
on a flat surface, and accurate stepping on crosspieces of a horizontal
ladder. Extracellularly recorded firing activity was analyzed in 58
neurons that were identified according to their receptive fields on the
contralateral forelimb. All neurons generated bursts of spikes during
sleep, half generated bursts of spikes during standing, and one-third
generated bursts of spikes during walking. The majority of bursts were
sequences of spikes with an exponential buildup of the firing rate
followed by exponential decay with time constants in the range of
10–30 ms. We termed them “full-scale” bursts. All neurons also
generated “atypical” bursts, in which the buildup of the firing rate
deviated from the characteristic order. Burst firing was most likely to
occur in neurons with receptive fields on the distal forelimb and least
likely in neurons related to the proximal limb. Full-scale bursts were
more frequent than atypical bursts during unconstrained walking on
the flat surface. Bursts of both types occurred with similar probability
during accurate stepping on the horizontal ladder, a task that requires
forebrain control of locomotion. We suggest that transformations of
the temporal pattern of bursts in the inhibitory RE neurons facilitate
the tuning of thalamo-cortical signals to the complexity of ongoing
locomotor tasks.

cat; burst of spikes; thalamus; motor cortex; walking

THE THALAMIC RETICULAR NUCLEUS (RE) surrounding the anterior,
lateral, and ventral aspects of the dorsal thalamus is formed by
a layer of inhibitory GABAergic neurons that project to the
relay nuclei of the dorsal thalamus (Arcelli et al. 1997; Gov-
indaiah and Cox 2006; Houser et al. 1980; Lam and Sherman
2007; Liu et al. 1995; Pinault and Deschênes 1998; Scheibel
and Scheibel 1966; Velayos et al. 1989; Yen et al. 1985). RE
neurons receive their inputs primarily from the relay thalamic
nuclei and layer VI of the cortex (Carman et al. 1964; Crabtree
1992; Lam and Sherman 2011; Liu et al. 2001; Rinvik 1968).
Thalamic and cortical inputs of similar modality converge in
distinct sectors of the RE related to motor, somatosensory,
auditory, visual, and visceral modalities (Crabtree 1992; Guil-
lery and Harting 2003; Jones 1975; Pinault 2004).

RE neurons have two modes of firing activity, tonic and
bursting (Hartings et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2007; Marlinski et al.
2012b; Mukhametov et al. 1970; Steriade et al. 1986). The
bursting mode reflects occasional activation of the transient
Ca2� current that produces a low-threshold spike, on top of
which sodium spikes occur (Bal and McCormick 1993; Hu-

guenard and Prince 1992). Bursts of spikes generated by RE
neurons have a unique temporal structure that is characterized
by an initial progressive increase in the discharge rate followed
by a progressive decrease in the discharge rate, artfully de-
picted as accelerando-ritardando or accelerando-decelerando
pattern (Contreras et al. 1993; Domich et al. 1986; Mulle et al.
1986). Typically, in neurons of the relay thalamic nuclei and
the RE the bursts are seen during sleep; however, they occur in
alert subjects as well (Domich et al. 1986; Fanselow et al.
2001; Guido and Weyand 1995; Marlinski et al. 2012b; Swad-
low and Gusev 2001; Weyand et al. 2001). For example,
according to Domich and colleagues (1986), in RE neurons of
the cat, bursts occur at a rate of �25 per minute during sleep
and 4 per minute during quiet wakefulness. Bursts during
wakefulness may be of particular importance for transmitting
signals from reticular to relay thalamic neurons. In thalamo-
cortical pathways, it was shown that bursts facilitate signal
transmission, as the coding efficiency of bursts of spikes
considerably exceeds that of tonic firing (Nicolelis and Fan-
selow 2002; Reinagel et al. 1999; Swadlow and Gusev 2001;
Swadlow et al. 2005). If considered as unitary events, bursts
may encode three times more information than tonic spikes
(Reinagel et al. 1999).

We focused our study on the motor sector of the RE, which
receives its inputs from the motor cortex and the ventrolateral
nucleus of the thalamus (VL). We have recently reported that,
during locomotion, the firing activity of the vast majority of
neurons in the motor sector of the RE is modulated in the
rhythm of strides and differs between walking on a flat surface
and accurate stepping on crosspieces of a horizontal ladder
(Marlinski et al. 2012b). We also found that the firing activity
during walking may include bursts of spikes. It is noteworthy
that, despite differences in the average discharge rate, the
stride-related modulation of the firing rate, and the phase and
duration of periods of elevated activity seen in most neurons
during walking on the flat surface and on the ladder, the
likelihood of burst occurrence was similar in these two tasks.
Nevertheless, taking into account that the differences in the
complexity of these locomotor tasks are associated with sub-
stantial differences in the firing activity of neurons in both the
motor cortex and the VL (Marlinski et al. 2012a; Sirota et al.,
2005; Stout and Beloozerova 2012), we expected to see some
differences in the burst firing of RE neurons. We hypothesized
that these differences could be found in the number of spikes
composing the burst, the burst duration, or the temporal pattern
of the firing during the burst. To test these hypotheses, we
analyzed the structure of bursts in RE neurons during different
behaviors of the cat.

We recorded extracellularly from neurons in the motor
sector of the RE in cats during sleep, standing, and walking on
the flat surface and on the horizontal ladder. We found that
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these neurons generated three types of busts: full-scale bursts
with an exponential buildup in the firing rate and two types of
atypical bursts, altered bursts whose initial buildup deviated
from the exponential order and short bursts that started with
their maximal firing rate. We found that full-scale bursts were
more frequent than atypical bursts during walking on the flat
surface, whereas during walking on the ladder the atypical
bursts occurred as often as the full-scale bursts. We propose
that this difference of the burst structure in RE neurons reflects
differences in their cortical and thalamic inputs during loco-
motor tasks that do or do not require thalamo-cortical control
of stepping. We suggest that atypical bursts that start with the
highest firing rate increase the efficiency of signal transmission
from the RE to thalamic relay neurons during complex loco-
motor tasks.

A brief account of this study has been published in abstract
form (Marlinski and Beloozerova 2013).

METHODS

Extracellular recordings from single RE neurons were obtained
during chronic experiments in two adult cats. From the sample of
neurons located in the forelimb representation of the motor sector of
the RE, described in our previous report (Marlinski et al. 2012b), we
selected cells that met two requirements: 1) the quality of recording
from these cells was good enough to guarantee an identification of
each spike, and 2) receptive fields of these cells were thoroughly
tested. The methods of surgical preparation, recording technique, and
histological procedures have been described in detail in a previous
report (Marlinski et al. 2012b) and are briefly outlined here. The
experimental protocol complied with National Institutes of Health
guidelines for the care and use of animals in research and was
approved by the Barrow Neurological Institute Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Behavioral tasks. Recordings were obtained in cats during sleep,
standing, walking on a flat surface, and walking along a horizontal
ladder. Cats often fell asleep for 5–15 min while sitting on a com-
fortable pad in a “sphinx” posture with their head restrained. The
sleeping state was identified based on the pattern of electroencepha-
lographic signals recorded from electrodes in the motor cortex (Mar-
linski et al. 2012b). After sleep, cats were engaged in two locomotor
tasks of different complexities: walking on a flat surface and accurate
stepping on crosspieces of a horizontal ladder. Walking on a flat
surface does not require vision and can be accomplished without
forebrain control, whereas ladder locomotion relies on vision and
necessitates participation of the thalamo-cortical network (Belooz-
erova and Sirota 1993, 2003; Chambers and Liu 1957; Friel et al.
2007; Liddell and Phillips 1944; Marigold and Patla 2008; Metz and
Whishaw 2002; Rivers et al. 2011; Sherk and Fowler 2001; Tren-
delenburg 1911). The walking chamber was a rectangular enclosure
with two connected parallel corridors (2.5 � 0.3 m each), one of
which had a flat walking surface while the other contained a horizon-
tal ladder. The centers of the 5-cm-wide crosspieces of the ladder were
spaced 25 cm apart. The ladder was elevated above the chamber’s
floor by 6 cm. Except for the variability of stride lengths, which is
much smaller during walking on the ladder, biomechanics and limb
muscle activities in the cat during walking on the flat surface and
along the horizontal ladder are fairly similar (Beloozerova et al.
2010).

While walking in the chamber, cats passed through the two corri-
dors sequentially and repeatedly. After each round, food was dis-
pensed into a feeding dish placed in one of the corners of the chamber.
Cats were trained to stand in front of the feeding dish for 3–5 s before
food was dispensed. During data analysis, 1 s in the middle of this
period was considered as “standing.”

Cats were accustomed to wear a light backpack with connectors
and a sock with a small metal plate on the sole of the foot. During
walking, the duration of swing and stance phases of the forelimb
contralateral to the side of recording in the RE was monitored by
measuring the electrical resistance between the plate and the floor.
The cat’s passage through the beginning and the end of each corridor
was recorded with infrared photodiodes.

Surgical procedures. Surgery was performed under isoflurane an-
esthesia in aseptic conditions. A plastic circular base was attached to
the skull with stainless steel screws (Prilutsky et al. 2005). The base
was used for fixation of connectors, electrode microdrive, and pream-
plifier, as well as for holding the head of the cat during sleep and
during search and identification of neurons. An arrangement of 8 (cat
1) or 19 (cat 2) 28-gauge hypodermic guide tubes was implanted
vertically above the rostrolateral part of the left RE according to coordi-
nates of the stereotaxic atlas of Reinozo-Suarez (1961). In addition, two
similar guide tubes were implanted vertically above the left VL for
insertion of stimulating electrodes. On the left side of the head, the
dorsal surface of the rostral and lateral sigmoid gyri and the rostral
part of the posterior sigmoid gyrus were exposed by removing �1
cm2 of bone and dura mater. The exposure was covered with a
1-mm-thick acrylic plate preperforated with holes of 0.36-mm diam-
eter spaced 0.5 mm apart. The holes were filled with bone wax and
allowed an insertion of stimulating electrodes in the motor cortex.
Stimulating electrodes were made of Teflon-insulated platinum-irid-
ium wire with a 140-�m outer diameter (A-M Systems). They were
implanted into the VL and motor cortex representation of the distal
and proximal forelimb after physiological mapping of these areas in
the awake cat and were used to evoke responses in the RE.

Single-unit recording. Extracellular recordings were obtained with
tungsten varnish-insulated microelectrodes (120-�m outer diameter,
FHC) or platinum-tungsten quartz-insulated microelectrodes (40-�m
outer diameter, Thomas Recording), both with 1- to 3-M� impedance
at 1,000 Hz. A lightweight (2.5 g) manual single-axis micromanipu-
lator, chronically mounted on the cat’s head, was used to advance the
microelectrode. Signals from the microelectrode were preamplified
with a miniature preamplifier positioned on the cat’s head and then
further amplified and filtered (0.3- to 10-kHz band pass) with the
CyberAmp 380 (Axon Instruments). After amplification, signals were
digitized with a sampling frequency of 30 kHz (0.33-ms resolution)
and recorded with a computerized data acquisition package (Power
1401/Spike2 System; Cambridge Electronic Design).

Identification of neurons and spike bursts. The main criterion for
identification of RE neurons was characteristic bursts of spikes during
sleep, within which the frequency of spikes first rises and then
declines (Contreras et al. 1993; Domich et al. 1986; Marlinski et al.
2012b; Mukhametov et al., 1970; Steriade et al. 1986; Fig. 1, A–C).
To determine whether recordings were obtained from the motor-
related section of the RE, we tested responses of neurons to electrical
stimulation of the motor cortex and VL with rectangular 0.2-ms pulses
of 0.1–1.0 mA or 0.1–0.5 mA, respectively. To differentiate between
ortho- and antidromic responses to the stimulation we used the
collision test (Bishop et al. 1962; Fuller and Schlag 1976; see an
example in Marlinski et al. 2012a). We considered neurons to be of
the RE motor sector if they discharged bursts of spikes during sleep
with the characteristic accelerando-decelerando pattern, responded
transsynaptically to stimulation of the VL and motor cortex, and did
not respond antidromically to stimulation of the motor cortex. Somatic
receptive fields of neurons were examined in cats resting with their
head restrained. Somatosensory stimulation was produced by stroking
the fur and palpating the muscle bellies and tendons, as well as by
passive joint movements.

To discriminate bursts from other irregularities in the firing activity
of RE neurons, we set three initial temporal limits for the spike
sequence similar to those of earlier studies: 1) the first spike of the
burst had to be preceded by silence lasting �50 ms; 2) the first
interspike interval within the burst had to be shorter than 20 ms; and
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3) during the burst, the peak firing rate had to exceed 200 spikes/s. In
addition, we used two further criteria for distinction between burst and
nonburst activity: the regularity in the rise and decline of the firing
rate. First, only spike sequences within which a buildup of the firing
rate was completed in an exponential fashion, or the firing rate was
maximal from the beginning, were considered to be bursts. Second,
only spike sequences within which the maximal firing rate was
immediately followed by a decay that could be accurately approxi-
mated with an exponential function were considered to be bursts. This
latter criterion was based on an assumption that the pattern of spike
occurrences during the burst is defined by exponential changes in the
membrane potential produced by T-Ca2� current (Huguenard and Prince
1992). Periods of elevated activity that were composed of irregular
changes in the firing rate were not identified as bursts.

Processing of neuronal activity. For the analysis of burst occur-
rences during different behaviors, bursts were considered as unitary
events coinciding with the time of the first spike in the burst. The
probability of burst occurrence during sleep and standing was evalu-
ated as the number of bursts per second. The likelihood of bursts
during walking was evaluated as the number of bursts per stride. To
study neuronal activity during walking, data collected during two or
three strides made in the middle of each corridor were used. During
recordings from each individual neuron, only strides whose average
duration during the two locomotor tasks differed by �10% were
selected. The onset of the swing phase was taken as the beginning of
the stride. The duration of each stride was divided into 20 equal bins.
For each neuron, a histogram of spike activity in the stride cycle was
generated for each walking task (see, e.g., Fig. 5, F and G, the shaded

Fig. 1. The full-scale bursts of spikes in thalamic reticular nucleus (RE) neurons. A: representative full-scale burst recorded from a neuron during sleep. B: raster
of spikes composing 24 spontaneous bursts generated by this neuron. C: instantaneous firing rates during each of these bursts (gray lines) and an average
instantaneous firing rate (open circles). The buildup and decay of the averaged firing rate are fit with exponents (black lines), for which time constants (�) and
determination coefficients of fits (R2) are indicated. x-Axes in B and C have the same timescale in milliseconds. D–K: histograms of duration (D–G) and number
of spikes (H–K) of full-scale bursts recorded during sleep, standing, and walking on the flat surface and on the ladder, correspondingly (the data from randomly
selected 100 bursts recorded during each behavior). L and M: a burst occurring at the beginning of an extended period of the firing activity. L: a representative
record from a neuron. M: the firing rate of the neuron. Duration of the burst decay was estimated as a time interval with the highest accuracy of the fit. Dark
and medium gray areas indicate periods of exponential buildup and decay of the burst, respectively. Time constants and determination coefficients of fits are
indicated. The regular firing following the burst is highlighted with light gray.
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area graphs). The histograms were smoothed by recalculating the value of
each bin as follows: Fn

' � 0.25 � Fn	1 � 0.5 � Fn � 0.25 � Fn�1,
where Fn is the original value of a bin. The first bin was considered to
follow the last one; the last bin was considered to precede the first one.
The difference between the maximal and minimal firing rate in the
histogram was used to characterize the magnitude of modulation of the
locomotion-related activity of the neuron. The neuron’s average firing
rate was calculated as a mean firing rate for all selected steps. Burst
likelihood was calculated for each of the stride’s bins, and the resulting
histogram was smoothed in a way similar to that described above for
simple spikes (see, e.g., Fig. 5, F and G, the red line graph). A two-tailed
t-test was used to determine statistical differences; data are reported as
means 
 SD. The nonparametric �2-test was used for comparison of
categorical data. Quantitative data analysis was done with Excel (Mi-
crosoft) and MATLAB (The MathWorks) custom-written programs.

Histology. At the termination of the experiments, cats were deeply
anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium and reference electrolytic
lesions were made in the areas of recording and stimulation. Cats were
perfused with isotonic saline followed by a 3% paraformaldehyde
solution. The positions of recording and stimulation electrodes in
relation to the reference lesions were examined in 50-�m brain
sections stained with cresyl violet. Details of the procedures are
described in our previous report (Marlinski et al. 2012b).

RESULTS

This study included analysis of the firing activity of 58
neurons. Among them, 13 neurons responded to dorso- or
ventroflexion of the wrist or pressure on the paw, and 2 of these
neurons also had weak response to elbow movements; 7
neurons responded to flexion or extension of the elbow, and 3
of them had also weak response to shoulder movements; 18
neurons responded to movement in the shoulder, and among
them 1 also had auxiliary response to elbow flexion; and 20
neurons did not respond to any somatosensory stimulation. The
primary receptive field was used for the classification of
neurons. From the firing activity of these 58 neurons a total of
2,454 bursts were identified and analyzed: 1,437 bursts were
recorded during sleep, 670 bursts were obtained when cats
were standing, 179 bursts were recorded during walking on the
flat surface, and 168 bursts were recorded during walking
along the ladder.

There are three types of bursts during sleep: full scale,
altered, and short. The activity of all neurons was recorded
when cats were sleeping for 5–15 min while sitting with their
head restrained. During sleep, the firing activity of all neurons
varied substantially. Periods of continuous regular firing,
which represented the tonic mode, were mixed with periods of
silence intermingled with sequences of spikes occurring at a
high rate, which corresponded to the burst mode. The majority
of bursts of spikes had a temporal structure consisting of a
period of acceleration and a subsequent period of deceleration
in the firing rate (Fig. 1, A–C). We classified these bursts as
full-scale bursts. Within this basic temporal pattern, spike
occurrence varied both between cells and within discharges of
a single cell. This variability is illustrated in Fig. 1B as a raster
of spikes that presents 24 bursts of a representative neuron. In
this raster, the data are aligned on the spike that separated the
acceleration and deceleration periods of the discharge within
the burst and rank ordered according to the number of spikes
that occurred before the maximal firing rate was reached
(smaller at the top). In this example, the neuron generated 3–5
spikes before the peak firing in the burst was attained and then

5–10 more spikes afterwards. In the entire sample of bursts of
all neurons, the acceleration period contained three to eight
spikes. The duration of the first interspike interval within bursts
varied considerably between 2 ms and 20 ms, with a mean of
3.4 
 1.5 ms. Despite this variability, all bursts had an
essential common feature: the firing rate changed in a fairly
organized manner during both the acceleration and decelera-
tion periods. During the activity buildup, an increase in the
firing rate (FR) could be accurately approximated with an
exponent: FR � k � [1 	 exp(	t/�)], where � is the time
constant, t is time, and k is the maximal firing rate. In the
example shown in Fig. 1, A–C, the firing rate increased expo-
nentially, with an average time constant of 12.6 
 7.9 ms and
a coefficient of determination R2 � 0.98. At the peak, the
instantaneous firing rate in this neuron could be as high as 600
spikes/s. The peak in the firing rate was followed by a period
of discharge deceleration, during which the firing rate decayed
exponentially: FR � k � exp(	t/�), with a time constant of
21.7 
 13.6 ms and R2 � 0.98 (Fig. 1C). Time constants of the
buildup and decay of the firing rate in individual neurons and
between neurons varied in the range of 10–40 ms. Typically,
the time constant of the firing deceleration was equal to or
longer than the time constant of the firing acceleration. Occa-
sionally, bursts were seen at the beginning of extended periods
of the firing activity of the neuron when the deceleration period
of the burst evolved into continuous regular firing (Fig. 1, L
and M). In these cases, duration of the deceleration period
could be determined by finding the time interval of the expo-
nential fit yielding the best R2 value (Fig. 1M). Thus as
full-scale bursts we classified those bursts in which both the
entire period of an increase in the discharge rate and the initial
period of a decrease in the discharge rate could be accurately
approximated with an exponential function. The characteristic
full-scale bursts lasted 61 
 18 ms and consisted of 13 
 2
spikes, as evaluated in a representative group of 100 randomly
selected bursts (Fig. 1, D and H).

The temporal structure of 5–40% bursts in each neuron was
different from the full-scale pattern described above. This
variability is illustrated in a fragment of a record from a
representative neuron (Fig. 2). This fragment shows three
bursts indicated on Fig. 2A with indexes 1, 2, and 3. These
bursts are shown on an expanded timescale in Fig. 2, B1–B3,
and the firing rates during bursts are shown in Fig. 2, C1–C3
(in all panels, each of the bursts is identified with a correspond-
ing numerical index). One of these bursts (burst 1) was a
full-scale burst with a temporal structure similar to that shown
in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2, A1, B1, and C1). During the other two bursts,
the firing buildup deviated from the full-scale temporal struc-
ture. In burst 2 (Fig. 2, A2, B2, and C2), the initially high firing
rate decreased abruptly but then continued to increase expo-
nentially with a time constant similar to that of the full-scale
burst (Fig. 2C2). We called this type of bursts “altered.” They
could have one or two or occasionally three interspike intervals
with high, but irregular, firing rates before an exponential
buildup of the firing was established. Another burst (burst 3)
lacked the activity acceleration period completely, and the
firing started with the maximal rate (Fig. 2, A3, B3, and C3).
We classified this type of burst as “short.” We classified all
bursts whose temporal structure deviated from the full-scale
pattern as “atypical” bursts. Irrespective of the manner in
which the firing rate reached its peak, the deceleration of the
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firing during both full-scale and atypical bursts had similarly
exponential decay (Fig. 2, C1–C3).

Of the 1,437 bursts that occurred during sleep, three-quarters
(1,094, 76%) were full-scale bursts and one-quarter were
atypical bursts (343, 24%) consisting of similar numbers of
altered (172, 12%) and short (171, 12%) bursts (Fig. 3A).

Bursts during standing are similar to bursts during sleep.
More than half of all neurons (35/58, 60.3%) generated bursts
of spikes not only while the cats were asleep but also when

they were alert and were standing in front of the feeding dish
waiting for food. In the sample of 22 neurons that generated
bursts in all conditions of our experiment, 670 bursts occurred
during standing (Fig. 3B). The distribution of the various types
of bursts was similar to that found in sleeping cats. Three-
quarters of the bursts (492, 73%) were full-scale bursts. The
duration and number of spikes composing full-scale bursts
during standing (63 
 19 ms and 12 
 3 spikes) were similar
to those during sleep (Fig. 1, E and I). One-quarter of bursts
were atypical (178, 27%), consisting of similar numbers of
altered (80, 12%) and short (98, 15%) bursts.

The frequency of burst occurrences varied between neurons
with different receptive fields. All but one neuron that re-
sponded to stimulation of the paw or wrist (12/13, 92.3%)
generated bursts. The probability of burst occurrences in these
neurons was 0.8 
 0.41 bursts/s (Fig. 4A). In contrast, only
half of the neurons that were responsive to movements in the
elbow (3/7, 42.9%) or shoulder (10/18, 55.6%) or did not have
receptive fields (10/20, 50%) generated bursts. The probability
of burst occurrences in these neurons was half of that seen in
wrist/paw-responsive neurons: 0.4 
 0.12 bursts/s in elbow-
related neurons (P � 0.002, 2-tailed t-test), 0.4 
 0.33 bursts/s
in shoulder-related neurons (P � 0.004, 2-tailed t-test), and
even fewer, 0.2 
 0.21 bursts/s, in neurons without receptive
field (P � 0.001, 2-tailed t-test) (Fig. 4A).

Burst structure during walking depends on complexity of the
task. During recording from each neuron, cats walked between
8 and 30 (23 
 6) times through the corridors. From these
trials, 16–78 strides (51 
 15) during walking on the flat

Fig. 2. Variability in the temporal structure of the burst. A: fragment of a record from a neuron in the sleeping cat. The neuron spontaneously generated three
bursts (bursts 1, 2, and 3), which differed in the buildup of the firing rate. B1–B3: the same bursts shown on an expanded timescale. C1–C3: instantaneous firing
rates during these bursts (black squares). The buildup and decay of the firing rate are fit with exponents, which are depicted with gray lines. Dark and medium
gray areas indicate periods of exponential buildup and decay, respectively. Time constants and determination coefficients of fits are indicated. Changes in the
firing rate that preceded and followed exponential buildup and decay are indicated with light gray (C2).

Fig. 3. Proportions of full-scale and atypical bursts during different behaviors.
Silhouettes of cats indicate behaviors. Numbers of bursts used for data analyses
during each behavior are indicated. Proportions of full-scale bursts are shown
as black bars. Proportions of atypical bursts are shown as gray bars (light gray
areas represent altered bursts, and dark gray areas show short bursts). Pairs of
data that are statistically different (P � 0.05, t-test) are marked with similar
symbols (stars and David stars).
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surface and along the ladder were chosen for analysis accord-
ing to the criteria described in METHODS. In the entire sample of
neurons, stride duration varied between 660 and 830 ms, which
corresponded to a walking speed of 0.6–0.8 m/s. Walking
along the ladder was a little slower than on the flat surface, as
the average duration of strides on the ladder was 741 
 32 ms
compared with 775 
 37 ms on the flat surface (P � 0.03).

During walking, the firing activity of all neurons was mod-
ulated in the rhythm of strides: it increased in one phase of the
stride and decreased in another phase. More than a third of
neurons (22/58, 37.9%) generated bursts. The firing activity of
a representative wrist-related neuron during 34 strides of walk-
ing on the flat surface and the ladder is shown in Fig. 5, A–G.
During both locomotor tasks, this neuron discharged most
intensively at the end of the swing phase and the beginning of
the stance phase, while being almost inactive in the middle of
stance. The spikes identified as belonging to bursts are depicted
with color symbols in rasters (Fig. 5, A and B). Identification of
two types of bursts and one nonburst activity is illustrated in
Fig. 5, C–E. Each of these graphs shows an increased firing
activity of the neuron during similar periods of three strides
highlighted with a yellow box in Fig. 5B. Figure 5C shows a
spike sequence with orderly changes in the firing rate that were
approximated as an exponential buildup followed by an expo-
nential decay; this spike sequence was identified as a full-scale
burst. Figure 5D shows a spike sequence with orderly changes
in the firing rate decay that was approximated with an expo-
nential function; this spike sequence was identified as a short
burst. Finally, Fig. 5E shows a spike sequence with the irreg-
ularly changing firing rate that was not classified as a burst. In
Fig. 5, F and G, the firing rate of the neuron averaged across 34
strides of each locomotor task is shown with a gray area and
burst likelihood is shown with a red line. During both tasks,
bursts emerged with a similar likelihood of �0.03 bursts/step,
and nearly all occurred at the end of the swing phase. There
were differences in the temporal structure of the bursts gener-
ated during the two tasks, however. The majority of bursts that
occurred during walking on the flat surface were full-scale
bursts (5/7, 71%; Fig. 5A), which corresponded to their likeli-
hood of 0.15 (5/34) bursts/step. In contrast, during walking on
the ladder, the number of full-scale bursts and their likelihood
decreased [3/7, 43%; 0.09 (3/34) bursts/step, respectively, Fig.

5B], while the proportion and likelihood of atypical bursts,
both altered and short, increased from 2/7, 29% [0.06 (2/34)]
bursts/step to 4/7, 57% [0.12 (4/34)] bursts/step, respectively.

In the firing activity of neurons we identified 179 bursts
during walking on the flat surface and 168 bursts during
walking on the ladder. The full-scale bursts recorded during
both walking tasks had similar durations and numbers of spikes
(65 
 21 ms and 12 
 2 spikes; 69 
 24 ms and 12 
 2 spikes,
respectively) (Fig. 1, F, G, J, and K); these parameters were
similar to those of the full-scale bursts observed during sleep
and standing.

Differences in the temporal structure of bursts during the
two locomotor tasks were evident in the whole sample of bursts
identified during walking (Table 1). The distribution of types
of bursts during walking on the flat surface was similar to those
during sleep and standing: three-quarters of these bursts (135/
179, 75%) were full-scale bursts, and one-quarter were atypical
bursts (44/179, 25%), which consisted of similar numbers of
altered (18/179, 10%) and short (26/179, 15%) bursts (Fig.
3C). In contrast, during walking on the ladder, the proportion
of full-scale bursts was smaller (110/168, 65%, P � 0.04,
�2-test), while the proportion of atypical bursts was larger
(58/168, 35%, P � 0.04, �2-test). Atypical bursts consisted of
14% (23/168) altered and 21% (35/168) short bursts (Fig. 3D).

Bursts of different types had different likelihoods of appear-
ance during the stride (Table 1). During walking on the flat
surface, the average likelihood of full-scale bursts (0.10 
 0.09
bursts/step) exceeded significantly the likelihood of atypical
bursts (0.03 
 0.06 bursts/step) (P � 0.027, 2-tailed t-test)
(Fig. 5H). In contrast, during walking on the ladder, the
likelihood of full-scale bursts was smaller (0.06 
 0.07 bursts/
step), while the likelihood of atypical bursts was larger (0.05 

0.06 bursts/step) and almost identical to that of full-scale bursts
(P � 0.207, 2-tailed t-test) (Fig. 5I).

Burst occurrences differed between neurons with different
receptive fields. The firing behavior of neurons related to the
wrist, paw, and shoulder and neurons without receptive fields
is illustrated in Fig. 6 with six sets of panels. In each set, the
top panel (index 1) shows burst likelihood in individual neu-
rons as horizontal red bars of varied saturation; the middle
panel (index 2) shows the firing rate of the same neurons as
horizontal bars of different colors. The lower panel (index 3)

Fig. 4. Modulation of the firing rate during locomotion correlates with the burst probability during standing. A: probability of burst occurrence during standing
in neurons with different receptive fields. B: maximal, average, and minimal firing rates during walking in neurons with different receptive fields. In A and B,
pairs of data different with a confidence of P � 0.05 (t-test) are indicated with similar symbols (triangles, diamonds, stars, David stars). C: in the population
of neurons, the magnitude of firing rate modulation (difference between maximal and minimal rates) during walking increased linearly with the probability of
burst occurrence during standing. Regression is shown with a gray line; the equation and determination coefficient of the fit are indicated. Neurons related to
the wrist or paw are depicted with triangles, neurons responsive to the elbow are shown with diamonds, shoulder-related neurons are represented with squares,
and neurons without receptive fields are shown with circles.
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Fig. 5. Burst variability during different locomotor tasks. A and B: rasters of spikes of a representative neuron during 34 strides of walking on the flat surface
(A) and on the ladder (B). Sequences of spikes identified as bursts are depicted with color symbols: full-scale bursts are red, altered bursts are green, and short
bursts are blue. In B, a yellow box encloses fragments of an elevated firing activity during 3 strides. C: top fragment from the yellow box: changes in the firing
rate were approximated as an exponential buildup followed by an exponential decay; this spike sequence was identified as a full-scale burst (red symbols).
D: middle fragment from the yellow box: changes in the firing rate were approximated as an exponential decay; this spike sequence was identified as a short
burst (blue symbols). E: bottom fragment from the yellow box: changes in the firing rate were irregular, and the spike sequence was not qualified as a burst. F
and G: average firing rate (gray area) and burst likelihood (red line) of the neuron during walking on the flat surface (F) and the ladder (G). Left y-axis represents
the firing rate (spikes/s); right y-axis represents burst likelihood (bursts/step). H and I: likelihood of bursts of different types during walking on the flat surface
(H) and the ladder (I). Black bars show full-scale bursts; gray bars show atypical bursts: light gray represents altered bursts, and dark gray represents short bursts.
The pair of data different with a confidence of P � 0.05 (t-test) is indicated with a star.
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presents the average firing rate (gray area) and average burst
likelihood (red line) for the group of neurons. During walking,
bursts of spikes occurred most frequently in neurons with
receptive fields on the wrist or paw: two-thirds of these neurons
(9/13, 69.2%) generated bursts while cats were walking on the
flat floor or the ladder (Fig. 6, A1 and B1). Bursts were only
half as frequent in shoulder-related neurons (6/18, 33.3%) (Fig.
6, C1 and D1) and neurons without receptive fields (6/20, 30%)
(Fig. 6, E1 and F1) and were almost absent in elbow-related
neurons (1/7, 14.3%).

The burst likelihood during the two locomotion tasks varied
between neurons in a wide range of 0.01–0.6 bursts/step and
peaked primarily at the end of the stance phase (Fig. 6, A3–F3).
The burst likelihood was the highest in wrist/paw-related
neurons: 0.2 
 0.23 bursts/step during walking on the flat
surface and 0.17 
 0.13 bursts/step during walking on the
ladder. It had a tendency to be lower in shoulder-related
neurons, 0.09 
 0.07 bursts/step and 0.11 
 0.07 bursts/step
during walking on the flat surface and the ladder, respectively,
and was significantly lower in neurons without receptive fields,
0.06 
 0.05 and 0.04 
 0.05 bursts/step, respectively (P �
0.05, 2-tailed t-test).

Firing rate modulation during locomotion correlates with
burst probability during standing. The stride-related modula-
tion of the firing activity of neurons during locomotion corre-
lated with their aptitude for burst generation during standing.
During walking on the flat surface, the average firing rate was
greatest in neurons responsive to stimulation of the wrist or
paw (33 
 13.2 spikes/s), it tended to be lower in the group of
neurons sensitive to movements of the elbow (24.0 
 3.4
spikes/s) and shoulder (24.8 
 16.5 spikes/s), and it was
smallest in neurons without receptive fields (19.7 
 11.9
spikes/s, P � 0.023, 2-tailed t-test) (Fig. 4B). Even more
conspicuous were differences between wrist/paw-related neu-
rons and other cell groups in respect to their maximal firing
rates during the stride. The maximal firing rate in neurons
responsive to stimulation of the wrist or paw was 82.7 
 34.6
spikes/s. It was significantly higher than that of neurons sen-
sitive to elbow movements, 37.2 
 14.3 spikes/s (P � 0.007,
2-tailed t-test), neurons sensitive to shoulder movements, 46.2 

31.2 spikes/s (P � 0. 0.017), and neurons without receptive

Table 1. Burst likelihood during locomotion

Proportion of bursts of different types during locomotion
Walking on flat surface 179

Full-scale burst 135 (75%)*
Atypical burst 44 (25%)**

Altered burst 18 (10%)
Short burst 26 (15%)

Walking on ladder 168
Full-scale burst 110 (65%)*
Atypical burst 58 (35%)**

Altered burst 23 (14%)
Short burst 35 (21%)

Burst likelihood during step cycle
Walking on flat surface 0.13 
 0.16

Full-scale burst 0.10 
 0.09***
Atypical burst 0.03 
 0.06***

Walking on ladder 0.11 
 0.11
Full-scale burst 0.06 
 0.07
Atypical burst 0.05 
 0.06

Pairs of categories different with a confidence of P � 0.05 are indicated with
* and ** (�2-test) and *** (t-test).

Fig. 6. Burst occurrence in neurons with receptive fields on different segments of the
forelimb. A and B: firing behavior of wrist/paw-related neurons during walking on the
flat surface (A) and the ladder (B). C and D: firing behavior of shoulder-related neurons.
E and F: firing behavior of neurons without receptive fields. Panels with an index 1
show the likelihood of bursts during the stride. Panels with an index 2 show the firing
rate during the stride. Each row represents an individual neuron. Burst occurrences and
firing rates of the neuron depicted in Fig. 5 are indicated with arrows. The burst
likelihood and the firing rate are color-coded according to the scales shown at bottom.
Panels with an index 3 show the average firing rate (gray area) and the average burst
likelihood (red line) during the stride for the group of neurons.
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field, 35.6 
 27.7 spikes/s (P � 0. 0.002) (Fig. 4B). At the
same time, minimal firing rates in wrist-, elbow-, and shoulder-
related neurons and neurons without receptive fields were
similar (Fig. 4B). There was a strong relationship between the
magnitude of modulation of locomotion-related activity (the
difference between the maximal and minimal firing rates dur-
ing the stride) and the propensity of neurons to generate bursts
during standing (Fig. 4C). The relationship was linear and
could be approximated with a high level of determination as:
FR(max 	 min)� 86.5x � 2.6 (spikes/s), R2 � 0.88.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we analyzed the firing activity of RE neurons
of the cat during four behaviors: sleep, standing, unconstrained
walking on a flat surface, and accurate stepping on a horizontal
ladder. It is generally accepted that the principal feature of the
firing activity of RE neurons is bursts of spikes with a char-
acteristic acceleration-deceleration temporal pattern (e.g., Do-
mich et al. 1986). Previous reports have noted that these bursts
may vary in duration, number of spikes, and peak firing rate
(Domich et al. 1986; Mukhametov et al. 1979), and bursts
starting with the highest firing rate were occasionally observed
(e.g., Fig. 5A in Mulle et al. 1986 and Fig. 3 in Contreras et al.
1993). However, the variability in the discharge rate during the
initial phase of the burst never drew attention and had not been
analyzed. We found that the pattern of spike occurrence during
the initial phase of a burst can deviate from the characteristic
order, and the amount of deviations increases with the com-
plexity of locomotor behavior. We discriminated bursts from
other irregularities in the firing activity by testing how an
exponential function fits changes in the instantaneous firing
rate during epochs of elevated activity. We found that changes
in the firing rate during acceleration and deceleration periods of
the characteristic, full-scale burst generated by the RE neuron
could be accurately approximated as an exponential buildup
and decay. We also found that RE neurons generated atypical
bursts, which started with a high firing rate, while their decel-
eration phase remained unchanged.

We believe that variations in the acceleration period of the
burst can be understood when considering the activation of
voltage-dependent ion channels in RE neurons. Sodium action
potentials generated by RE neurons during the burst result from
membrane depolarization caused by broad low-amplitude
spikes produced by Ca2� current via T-type channels that open
at 	70 to 	90 mV membrane potential (Avanzini et al. 1989;
Bal and McCormick 1993; Coulon et al. 2009; Cueni et al.
2008; Huguenard and Prince 1992; Mulle et al. 1986). The
available data suggest that full-scale bursts are generated when
the cell’s hyperpolarization is maximal, while incomplete
bursts are generated at a lower membrane hyperpolarization
(Avanzini et al. 1989; Bal and McCormick 1993; Contreras et
al. 1993). It is likely that a decrease in the membrane hyper-
polarization shortens the rising time of the Ca2� spike and
prompts a rapid increase in the firing rate at the very beginning
of the burst (Huguenard and Prince 1992). As a result, the
buildup of the firing rate deviates from the exponential order.
Irrespective of the shape of the acceleration phase of a burst,
the maximum in the firing rate was always followed by an
exponential decay, which time constant did not significantly
vary. This decay reflects the kinetics of Ca2� current inactiva-

tion, which is voltage independent and has a long (80–100 ms)
time constant (Avanzini et al. 1989; Huguenard and Prince
1992; Mulle et al. 1986).

Neurons in the RE and relay thalamic nuclei generate bursts
not only during sleep but also during wakefulness (Domich et
al. 1986; Fanselow et al. 2001; Guido and Weyand 1995;
Marlinski et al. 2012b; Weyand et al. 2001). In our study,
bursts were seen in half of the neurons when cats were standing
in front of the feeding dish waiting for food to be dispensed and
in a third of the neurons during both unconstrained walking and
accurate stepping on the ladder. Importantly, probability of
bursts during standing was predictive of a neuron’s locomo-
tion-related discharge frequency modulation (Fig. 4C), sug-
gesting that both types of firing activity are substantially
influenced by intrinsic spike discharge properties of RE neu-
rons. As we reported previously, the occurrence of bursts
during locomotion was frequently aligned with the beginning
of the period of elevated firing activity during the stride
(Marlinski et al. 2012b). Typically, preferred phases of loco-
motor-related increases in the firing activity of RE neurons
during walking on the flat surface and the ladder were similar.
Correspondingly, the timing of bursts as well as their likeli-
hood did not vary significantly between the two locomotor
tasks (Fig. 6). However, the temporal pattern of spikes during
the burst did depend on the complexity of the locomotor task.
During walking on the flat surface the likelihood of full-scale
bursts was significantly higher than that of atypical bursts, but
during walking on the ladder atypical bursts occurred as often
as full-scale bursts (Fig. 5, H and I). This effect may indicate
that during walking on the ladder the RE neurons were less
hyperpolarized than during walking on the flat surface (see,
e.g., Fig. 3 in Contreras et al. 1993). Such a decrease in
hyperpolarization could result from an enhancement in excit-
atory inputs from the VL and motor cortex related to an
increase in the complexity of the locomotor task. We have
previously shown that stride-related modulation of the firing
activity in numerous neurons in both the VL and layer VI of the
motor cortex was more profound during walking along a
horizontal ladder compared with that during walking on a flat
surface (Marlinski et al. 2012a; Sirota et al. 2005).

The firing behavior of RE neurons reflects the combined
processing of signals from their two principal inputs, thalamic
and cortical. The result of this processing depends on two
factors: synaptic connections between thalamo-reticular and
cortico-reticular fibers and RE neurons and the activity of
thalamic and cortical cells from which these fibers originate. It
appears that the thalamo-reticular input has more potential for
shaping the firing behavior of RE neurons than the cortico-
reticular input. Indeed, thalamo-reticular terminals are more
frequent on the soma and proximal dendrites, while cortico-
reticular terminals are primarily located on the distal dendrites
(Liu and Jones 1999; Montero 1989). In addition, although
thalamo-reticular synapses are less numerous than cortico-
reticular synapses, the efficacy of signal transmission in
thalamo-reticular synapses is higher than in cortico-reticular
synapses (Gentet and Ulrich 2003, 2004; Liu and Jones 1999;
Liu et al. 2001). In our experiments, we found similarity in
bursts generated by RE neurons when cats slept, stood, or
walked on the flat surface, all of which are behaviors that do
not require participation of the thalamo-cortical circuits (Be-
loozerova and Sirota 1993; Chambers and Liu 1957; Friel et al.
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2007; Liddell and Phillips 1944; Metz and Whishaw 2002;
Trendelenburg 1911). During these three behaviors, RE neu-
rons usually generated full-scale bursts of spikes. The temporal
structure of bursts was altered: full-scale bursts became less
frequent and the proportion of atypical bursts increased when
cats walked on the horizontal ladder, which was a complex
locomotor task that required participation of the motor cortex.
It is likely that the firing activity of the motor cortex neurons
associated with the motor command for accurate stepping on
the ladder’s crosspieces was ultimately transferred to the RE.
As a result, the firing behavior of RE neurons during complex
locomotion was affected by signals from their cortical inputs
added to signals from thalamic inputs. Convergence of ascend-
ing and descending pathways was proposed to be a critical
element for determination of the firing mode of thalamic relay
nuclei neurons that modify transmission of somatosensory
signals (Nicolelis and Fanselow 2002). It is likely that the same
is true for neurons in the RE. As indicated above, in these
neurons, in contrast to full-scale bursts with an initial gradual
increase in the firing rate, atypical bursts began with a high rate
of firing. Thus, during complex locomotion, the inhibitory
postsynaptic responses of VL neurons to their RE inputs could
be potentiated when elicited by bursts of spikes that follow
each other with high frequency from the beginning. We sug-
gest that these changes in the temporal pattern of burst of
inhibitory RE neurons could facilitate the tuning of thalamo-
cortical signals to the complexity of an ongoing behavioral
task. It was previously shown that in domains of other modal-
ities RE activity modifies neuronal discharges in the thalamic
nucleus from which it receives its input (Cotillon-Williams et
al. 2008; Funke and Eysel 1998; Temereanca and Simons
2004). An accurate understanding of how this tuning influences
locomotor kinematics can be achieved in the future with
simultaneous recordings of RE neuron activities and limb
movement mechanics. At present, we can outline only a gen-
eral scheme of the relationship between the firing of neurons in
the motor section of the RE and forebrain control of different
segments of the forelimb during locomotion.

In our previous study, we found profound differences be-
tween the locomotion-related firing behavior of RE neurons
with receptive fields on the distal and proximal forelimb
(Marlinski et al. 2012b). The average firing rate and the
magnitude of the firing rate modulation, which determines the
intensity of the inhibitory reticulo-thalamic signaling, were
distinctively higher in wrist/paw-related neurons compared
with shoulder-related neurons. Concurrently, the probability of
burst occurrence during standing and the likelihood of bursts
during locomotion were the highest in wrist/paw-related neu-
rons. Distinctions between wrist/paw- and shoulder-related
neurons could be seen as a manifestation of the existence of
two classes of RE neurons, which differ in their ability to
generate bursts and in responsiveness to transsynaptic inputs
(Brunton and Charpak 1997; Contreras et al. 1992). Signifi-
cantly, in rat thalamic slices, neurons of these two classes were
found to be separated in the RE: neurons discharging bursts are
concentrated mostly in the ventral areas while neurons with
preferentially tonic firing activity are located in the dorsal areas
of the nucleus (Lee et al. 2007). We reported earlier that
neurons with receptive fields on the wrist/paw were located
ventrally in the nucleus, while neurons with receptive fields on
the shoulder were located dorsally in the nucleus (Marlinski et

al. 2012b). Taken together, these data point to strategic differ-
ences in the thalamo-cortical processing of signals related to
movements of proximal and distal parts of the forelimb (Fig. 7).
Commands controlling movements of the proximal limb mod-
erately activate inhibitory RE neurons. As a result, ascending
signals related to movements of the proximal limb can reach
the motor cortex without significant attenuation at any time
during the stride. This could support continuous context-re-
lated modification of the activity of the cortical neurons that
control movements of the proximal limb. In contrast, the
commands controlling movements of the distal forelimb sig-
nificantly enhance the activity of inhibitory RE neurons. Dur-
ing locomotion, an augmentation of the inhibitory reticulo-
thalamic activity is primarily tuned to the particular phase of
the stride: the end of the stance. This phase is critical for
planning of the trajectory of the forthcoming step in a complex
environment (Hollands and Marple-Horvat 1996; Laurent and
Thomson 1988). An increase in the activity of inhibitory RE
neurons elicited by this motor command would attenuate
ongoing thalamo-cortical signals. As a result, only strong
ascending signals relevant for adaptation of the forthcoming
movement of the distal forelimb could reach the cortex and
modify the motor command during this period of the stride.
We have shown previously that both motor cortex and VL
neurons with receptive fields on the proximal and distal
parts of the forelimb have different firing behavior during
unconstrained walking as well as accurate stepping (Mar-
linski et al. 2012a; Stout and Beloozerova 2012). Thus the
motor cortex, motor thalamus, and motor sector of the RE
work in concert to optimize movements of different seg-
ments of the limbs that enable locomotion in environments
of varying complexities.
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Fig. 7. The motor sector of the RE gates differently thalamo-cortical signals
related to the distal and proximal forelimb. Arrow width indicates hypothe-
sized efficacy of connections. Circled plus and minus signs indicate excitatory
and inhibitory inputs, respectively. MC, motor cortex; SC, spinal cord; VL,
ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus. “Proximal” and “distal” indicate com-
partments of neural structures related to corresponding parts of the forelimb.
See text for detailed explanation.
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